THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN OUR SERVICES
OVERVIEW
Successful traders depend on the latest, most accurate information for their decision making.
Trading methods found in books or articles written years ago offer limited value in today’s faster,
screen based markets. Each year industry professionals spend millions of dollars upgrading
their trading technologies, and hiring the best programmers to develop new models or
algorithms to maintain edges over their counterparts. Because Individual traders don’t have the
financial resources to develop their own software, they mostly rely on outside advisory services
or generic charting packages to assist them in trade selection. These methods often fall short of
expectations and subscribers in the end lose money or just give up. A 90-90-90 saying in the
industry states that 90% of individual traders lose 90% of their margin money within their first 90
days of trading!
SHOULD YOU TRADE FUTURES?
Futures markets are the most leveraged markets in the world, and are not suitable for 90% of
the investing public. Only those with true risk capital and the ability to exercise self-discipline
should proceed further. Others should leave trading futures to the pros. If you are able to risk
100% of the money you bring to the account, and work hard to achieve a 50% success rate on
your trades you have an excellent chance of increasing your account size with proper risk
management. Just keep realistic goals for capital appreciation and realize that any double digit
annual return is considered very satisfactory.
HOW WE CAN HELP YOU
BIGCAT TRADES offers subscribers a high value, low cost method for competing in the
toughest markets in the world. By using my proprietary algorithmic computer signals you can
confidently enter / exit trades or know quickly if your positions are in sync with your market. Buy
and sell signals are updated daily and available 24 hours a day seven days a week. With my
staff, we cover most major global markets, and will consider any listed futures exchange upon
request. Our computers rely on raw market data to provide signals, thereby eliminating position
bias which most traders unfortunately bring with them to their trades. Our goal is to provide you
with fewer, better trading opportunities.
In order to see the true market it is imperative to have a perspective that is automatically
generated without bias. There are at least 9 ways ( besides the simple buy and sell signals )
you can use BIGCAT's charts to make your trading decisions, because without the ability to
clearly view the market's landscape you will just randomly enter and exit the market too many
times for too little money and too much frustration. To become a successful trader you must
learn to trade fewer times for bigger price moves.
You must also learn a winning model in which you believe, then practice it over and over in the
market. Once you have worked it enough times, you should gain the confidence to tackle any
market. I have provided you with the model, all you have to do is learn it and execute it.
Please view a typical BIGCAT chart below with the indicators described. The combination of
these tools, all on one page enables you to identify the trend, support and resistance, even the
place to be long or short the market. No analyst opinion, just raw data before your eyes. To my
knowledge BIGCAT is the only service to offer so many markets with so many indicators on one
chart.
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REPORT DETAILS
1 - BUY ( GREEN SQUARE WITH “B” ) and SELL ( RED SQUARE WITH “S” ) are auto
generated based on proprietary BIGCAT algorithms.
2 - COLORED PRICE BARS indicate whether contract is in BUY ( green ) or SELL ( red ) mode.
3 - PRICE TARGET ( BLUE HORIZONTAL LINES) are automatically set when a BUY or SELL
signal is given. When the price target is reached the letter T will appear in a clear box denoting
that target has been touched.
4 - DAILY PIVOT NUMBERS generated each trading day for intraday support and resistance
levels. ( used for intraday trading ).
5 - ATR AVERAGE TRUE RANGE denotes expected daily price range, on average of last 14
trading days. Gives perspective on what size move to expect in a typical day.
6 - BLACK HORIZONTAL LINE represents a monthly pivot line which is very
important to position traders as it is priced only once at the beginning of each
month.
7 - PARABOLIC SAR Dots ( light blue ) can be used to assist in determining
trend change.
8 - ICHIMOKU CLOUDS ( BLUE ) give proper perspective for support and
resistance of current market landscape.
Good luck and good trading!
http://www.bigcattrades.com

800-515-3830

bigcat@bigcattrades.com

